French
During French, the children will
be continuing to have
conversations about
themselves. Your child will be
practising talking about food,
places to visit and the weather.

History As a part of our settlements unit, we
will be identifying how towns and villages
have grown over the years through the use of
various maps.
Maths
This class, will continue to focus
on different written division and
multiplication methods. The
children will practice telling the
time and practice working the
area and perimeter
Music
We will be continuing to learn
about pitch, e.g. melody, melodic
phrase, melodic ostinato, scale, chord,
interval, unison, harmony
processes, i.e. arranging, adding an
accompaniment.

Spelling
The children will have daily
English
spelling practice, focusing on
Literacy will involve lots of reading
i.e. contractions i.e. do not
and writing activities based on the
P.E
>don’t and regular practice
Iron Man book by Ted Hughes.
In P.E., the class will continue
using a dictionary.
There will also be opportunities to
to be taught by Mrs Wildman
develop their persuasive writing
for a new topic of gymnastics
and editing skills to JK Rowling
including body tension and
standards!
control. Using different body
Science
parts to create different
This term, our science is ‘Forces’. Through
shapes. Also working on our
practical experiments and investigations,
balance techniques.
the children will be able to identify different
forces around our everyday lives and learn
where magnets are used.

Wardour Year 4 Term 3
‘Grand Designs’

Super starter: Drama - role play the lives of early settlers and act out
their daily hardships.
Marvellous middle: Walk around Amesbury identifying features of
this town and discussing with others.
Fabulous Finish: Making our own settlements out
of recycling resources

PSHCE
This New Year, they will be
focusing on relationships and how
we treat each other with respect.
They will continue to consider how
to manage difficult situations and
how to use breathing techniques
when things get tricky both with
school work and play.

Computing
RE
Judaism is our topic this Spring
term and will be learning and
experiencing Passovers.

Year 4 are keen to develop their word
processing skills using Microsoft Word. We
will be practising using the spelling, grammar
and editing functions. Lastly, practising
setting out our writing with paragraphs,
inverted speech marks, inserting pictures and
captions.

Art This term, we will be
practising to sketch a face
accurately and do self-portraits
whilst developing our tone and
shading skills.

